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Ground motions in near fault area can be signicantly different from those observed further away from the seismic
source. It is well known that near-fault earthquake may contain distinct forward directivity pulse. These pulses like ground
motions may occur at near fault sites when the fault rupture propagates toward the site and the rupture velocity is similar to
the shear wave velocity, leading to constructive interference of the wave front and the arrival of the seismic energy from the
rupture in a large amplitude pulse (Somerville, 1997). It was observed that the near eld earthquake effects may play an
important role in the site specic response spectrum.

In this study two different sets of earthquakes records including far eld records and near eld records were scaled to
0.15g, 0.2g, 0.25g, 0.3g, and 0.4g used as input motions to seismic bedrock of a hypothetical soil prole. Details of the Soil
prole are shown in the Figure 1.

Figure 1. Soil prole

Then by using Deep soil 5.1 site specic response spectra of the soil prole were obtained and compared to UBC97
spectra. Deep soil 5.1 is a one dimensional site response analysis program with graphical user-interface that can perform
both nonlinear analysis and equivalent.

As shown in Figure 2 the results indicate that for period above 0.5 Second site specic spectra of near eld earthquake
records is higher than of site specic spectra of far eld earthquake records. Also UBC97 spectra is lower than other spectra
in some period . The results showed that UBC97 code does not give generally enough assurance that future earthquakes
would threaten structures.
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Figure 2. A comparison of Site Specic spectra with UBC97 spectrum
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